Supplies included:
For Angel
2 Wine corks (one will be cut using utility knife)
White ribbon (9 inches)
Twine (2 pieces 12 inches each)
For Reindeer
4 Wine corks (3 will be cut)
Twine (12 inches)
2 Pipe Cleaner (2 pieces, 6 inches each)
2 Black beads for eyes
1 Small red pompom for nose
For Mouse
1 Champagne cork
1 Wine corks (will be cut)
Twine (12 inches)
Wire for legs, arms & tail (12 inches)
Ribbon for scarf (6 inches)
3 Black beads for eyes & nose
Additional supplies needed:
For All Ornaments
Scissors
Utility knife
Hot glue gun & hot glue sticks
For Angel
Ultra fine point Sharpie
White paint
Paint brush
For Reindeer
Twigs about 2 1/2 inches long

Sponsored by our friends at

Cork Angel Ornament
Supply List
(1) full cork
(1) ⅓ cork slice
White Ribbon (9 inches)
Twine for bow and hanging loop
(2 pieces, 12 inches each)
Ultra fine point Sharpie
White paint
Paint brush
Hot glue gun & glue
Scissors
Step One: Paint cork slice on all sides and allow it to dry.
Step Two: Once dry, use Sharpie to draw a face on one flat side of cork
slice. Then use hot glue gun to attach slice to one end of full cork,
creating angel's head and body.
Step Three: Lay ribbon flat and cross ends over each other
overlapping at middle. You should see two folds and two end pieces
sticking out. Dab a spot of glue onto center of ribbon and press one end
down securing a loop into place. Dab another spot of glue on top of
what you just did and secure the other end. Now you have angel's
wings! Trim off any excess ribbon.
Step Four: Using twine piece, tie a bow around angel's neck. Cut off
any extra twine. Next, take another piece of twine and tie a knot onto
one end, creating a loop to hang the angel ornament.
Step Five: On back side of angel, opposite the face, glue knot onto top
portion of body. Next, use angel’s wings to cover knot by gluing them
on top. Allow glue to dry, then enjoy!
Makes an adorable decoration on or off the tree!
Also a lovely addition if gifting a bottle of wine for the holidays!
Happy crafting!

Cork Reindeer Ornament
Supply List:
(1) full cork
(1) cork quartered
(first cut lengthwise, then by width)
(1) cork cut ¾ and ¼
(1) ⅕ cork slice
Twigs (2.5 inches)
Twine (12 inches)
Garland or ribbon
(2 pieces, 6 inches each)
(2) black beads
(1) small red pompom
Utility knife
Scissors
Hot glue gun & glue
Step One: Attach (4) quartered cork pieces to full cork with hot glue as
legs. You can prop them up together to get an idea of where to place
glue. Once attached and dry, flip body and reinforce legs by adding a layer
of glue to underside where the legs meet the body.
Step Two: Using ¾ and ¼ cork pieces, build head. Select smaller piece
and lay it flat on one end of the full cork for neck. After that is glued into
place, glue ¾ piece on top for head. This piece should overhang neck
away from body.
Step Three: Let’s make the tail! Grab ⅕ cork slice and utility knife.
Carefully cut round in half. Set one half aside. Take half and glue to
opposite end of cork from head for tail. It should extend above body.
Step Four: Using cork slice half set aside, cut it in half one more time.
Ears! Glue them to top of head.

Step Five: Time for antlers. Take twig and break it into two pieces
similar in length. Glue each piece to end of head, sticking up beyond ears.
Step Six: Take strip of twine and tie ends together to make a loop. Glue
knot on top of where antlers are attached to head. You can attach loop
other places but it may affect the balance of the ornament while hanging.
Step Seven: Finishing touches! Glue two black beads on as eyes, and red
pompom as a nose. Accessorize reindeer with a garland wreath around
neck, or ribbon as a scarf. This is a fun way to personalize to match your
home, or as a gift. Happy crafting!

Cork Mouse Ornament
Supply List:
(1) champagne cork
(2) ⅕ cork slices
Wire (12 inches)
Twine (12 inches)
Ribbon (6 inches)
(3) black beads
Utility knife
Scissors
Hot glue gun & glue
Step One: We’ll begin by cutting wire for tail, arms and legs. First cut a 5”
long piece for tail. Using remaining length of wire, cut it into four equal
pieces for arms and legs. Take four smaller pieces and curl one end to
represent hands/feet.
Step Two: Using underside of cork, gently push tail wire into center. To
make ornament more durable, I recommend removing wire, dabbing some
hot glue into hole, then reinserting wire. We’ll do same for two leg pieces,
inserting straight ends near tail. Now, manipulate tail and legs to help
mouse stand up. Once he’s standing, curl end of tail for extra cuteness.
Step Three: We’ll use same technique to attach arms. Use glue to reinforce
hold. Insert them just below “neck” on both sides of cork.
Step Four: Cute little cork ears! Grab two ⅕ slices and utility knife. This
takes some experimenting. You’ll need to cut some notches out to glue onto
head. Start with a small notch, you can always cut more out. Once you’ve
found a good fit, glue onto head.
Step Five: Let’s add hanger next. Take twine and make a loop by knotting
ends together. Glue knot to back of neck. Dab some extra glue to attach
hanger up back of head to hold it more upright while hanging.
Step Six: Almost done! Scarf time! Take ribbon and wrap it around neck,
allowing it to overlap in front. Dab some glue in a couple spots around neck
to hold it tight and where scarf crosses in front. Depending on ribbon, you
can cut some fringe into ends for flare.
Step Seven: Glue black beads on for eyes and nose. Cutest holiday mouse
you’ve ever seen!

